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Event-related  brain potential  (ERP) studies  consistently  revealed  that  a relatively early  (early  posterior

negativity;  EPN)  and a late  (late  positive potential; LPP) ERP component  differentiate between  emotional

and  neutral  picture  stimuli. Two  studies  examined the processing  of emotional stimuli  when preceded

either  by pleasant,  neutral,  or  unpleasant  context  images.  In  both studies,  distinct streams  of  six  pictures

were  shown. In  Study 1,  hedonic  context  was  alternated randomly  across  the  180  picture  streams. In  Study

2,  hedonic  context  sequences  were  blocked, resulting in 60 preceding sequences of pleasant,  neutral,  and

unpleasant  context  valence,  respectively.  The  main  finding  was  that  the  valence  of the preceding  picture

sequence  had no significant  effect  on the  emotional  modulation of the EPN  and LPP components. However,

previous  results were  replicated  in that  emotional  stimulus  processing  was  associated with larger EPN  and

LPP  components  as  compared to neutral  pictures.  These  findings  suggest  that  the  prioritized  processing

of  emotional  stimuli  is  primarily driven  by the  valence of the  current picture.

1. Introduction

In a world where various stimuli compete for attentional
resources, the fast and reliable detection of  positive and negative
reinforcers facilitates adaptive behavior (Lang et  al., 1997; Öhman
et al., 2000). Thus, functional and evolutionary considerations sug-
gest the preferential processing of emotional cues. Over the past
decade, numerous neuroimaging studies have confirmed that  emo-
tional cues guide selective visual attention. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) revealed increased BOLD (blood oxygen
level dependent) signals in associative visual regions (extrastri-
ate, occipito-parietal, and inferior temporal cortex) and subcortical
limbic structures when viewing emotionally arousing pictures
compared to neutral pictures (e.g., Bradley et al., 2003; Costafreda
et al., 2008; Junghöfer et al., 2006; Sabatinelli et al., 2007, 2011).
Furthermore, event-related brain potential (ERP) studies revealed
the temporal dynamics of emotion processing at the level of distinct
processing stages and demonstrated that  emotional stimuli receive
enhanced processing early in the processing stream (Schupp et al.,
2006).

Two ERP components, referred to as early posterior negativ-
ity (EPN) and late positive potential (LPP), have consistently been
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found to be modulated by emotional picture valence. The EPN com-
ponent is observed as a  relative negative difference in processing
emotional pictures (pleasant and unpleasant) compared to neutral
pictures over temporo-occipital sites in a time window between
150 and 350 ms  (e.g., Junghöfer et al., 2001; Schupp et  al., 2003,
2006). The late positive potential, measured over centro-parietal
regions between 300 and 700 ms,  is larger for emotional, com-
pared to neutral, stimuli (e.g., Palomba et  al., 1997; Schupp et al.,
2000; Sabatinelli et al., 2007). Studies relying on stimuli from the
International Affective Picture System (IAPS, Lang et al., 2008)
observed that EPN and LPP modulations are  most accentuated
for pictures depicting evolutionarily relevant stimulus contents,
such as reproduction- and defense-related scenes (Schupp et al.,
2003, 2006), which also provoke reliable somatic, autonomic and
humoral responses (Bradley et al., 2001). Recent research demon-
strated the  emotional modulation of these ERP components across
a broader array of emotional stimuli including emotional facial
expressions (Mühlberger et  al., 2009; Sato et  al., 2001; Schupp et al.,
2004; Wieser et al., 2010), emotional words (Kissler et al., 2006),
symbolic gestures (Flaisch et al.,  2009, 2011), and clashing moral
statements (Van Berkum et  al., 2009). These findings have been con-
sidered from the perspective of  ‘natural selective attention’, which
holds that under naturalistic conditions stimulus perception and
evaluation are  often directed by  underlying motivational systems
of avoidance and approach (Bradley, 2009; Lang et  al., 1997; Schupp
et al., 2006).

Previous studies have mostly presented emotional stimuli
in temporal isolation and used carefully planned presentation
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schemes to avoid confounds due to sequence effects (Flaisch et  al.,
2008a,b). However, in the natural environment, stimuli typically
do not occur in isolation; instead, emotional stimuli may  cluster
in time and space. Accordingly, people may  encounter congruent
streams or contexts of pleasant or  unpleasant stimuli. This raises
the question of how the repeated engagement of either the appe-
titive or aversive motivational system affects the processing of
individual emotional cues. One recent study addressed this issue by
presenting emotional IAPS pictures either in  an intermixed fashion
or as streams of 8 pictures of the same stimulus type (Pastor et  al.,
2008). Results indicate that  emotional modulation of the LPP and
positive slow wave was comparable in both mixed and repeated
presentation conditions. On the other hand, research using a mod-
ified oddball paradigm suggests that hedonic contexts may  indeed
modulate affective stimulus processing. For instance, positive and
negative personality adjectives elicit larger LPP amplitudes when
presented in a sequence of adjectives of  opposite valence con-
texts than same valence contexts (Cacioppo et  al., 1993, 1994;
Crites et al., 1995). A number of methodological differences may
account for the divergent findings obtained in  previous studies.
For instance, studies differed with regard to the type of emotional
stimuli (words vs. pictures) or  the duration of stimulus presenta-
tion (1.5 vs. 12 s). Further research is thus needed to elucidate the
effects of hedonic contexts upon emotional stimulus processing.
Accordingly, the present study investigated the processing of emo-
tional pictures presented with the experimental parameters of  the
modified oddball paradigm.

The  main aim of the present studies was  to investigate the
emotional ERP modulation, indexed by EPN and LPP components,
as a function of the valence of preceding images. To this end,
stimuli were presented in streams of six pictures, in which a
sequence of pleasant, neutral, or unpleasant context pictures pre-
ceded pleasant, neutral, or unpleasant target pictures (i.e., same
valence context vs. opposite valence context). Studies 1 and 2
differed with respect to the presentation of the hedonic context
sequences. In Study 1,  picture streams containing different valence
contexts alternated randomly (cf. Cacioppo et  al., 1993). In Study
2, 60 sequences of each valence context were presented in succes-
sion, counterbalancing their order across participants. As a result,
both studies allowed a  comparison of  emotional picture processing
in the context of  the same, a neutral, or the opposite valence
picture sequence. Accordingly, the first aim was  to determine
whether hedonic context modulates emotion processing indexed
by the EPN and LPP component. On the one hand, it  has been sug-
gested that the discrimination of  emotional and neutral stimuli
may represent an obligatory process, which is not modulated by
hedonic context (Pastor et al.,  2008). On the other hand, previous
research revealed hedonic context effects on  emotion processing
(Cacioppo et al., 1993). Furthermore, several distinct hypotheses
may be derived from previous research regarding the interaction
of hedonic context and current picture processing. For instance,
from an affective priming perspective, congruent valence con-
texts may  facilitate the processing of emotional pictures if they
are of the same valence as the hedonic context (cf. Avero and
Calvo, 2006). Alternatively, if an emotional picture is incongru-
ent with the hedonic context, it  may  be particularly salient and
accordingly efficient in  drawing attentional resources (Cacioppo
et al., 1993). Furthermore, repeatedly presenting pictures from
the same valence category may  lead to sensitization effects, par-
ticularly for the processing of unpleasant images, as seen in the
EMG corrugator response (Bradley et  al., 1996). Accordingly, if the
context would modulate processing of current emotional stimuli,
the second goal of  the study was to reveal the direction of  this
modulation with respect to the EPN and LPP components (gen-
eral sensitization vs. facilitation by  the same or opposite hedonic
context).

2.  Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants in Study 1 were seventeen (11 females) students from the Univer-

sity  of Greifswald. Participants were between the ages of 19 and 26 years. In Study 2,

participants were a  second group of seventeen (11 females) students from the Uni-

versity of Greifswald, who  were between the ages of  19 and 27 years. All participants

received  course credit towards their research requirements and provided written

informed consent for the protocol, which was approved by the Review Board of the

University of Greifswald.

2.2.  Stimulus materials and design

Sixty  target pictures were taken from the International Affective Picture System

(IAPS;  see Lang et al., 2008) depicting 20 unpleasant scenes (e.g., spiders, muti-

lations),  20 pleasant scenes (e.g., attractive infants, opposite sex nudes), and  20

neutral scenes (e.g., neutral faces, household objects).1 The three categories dif-

fered significantly from each other in their normative valence ratings (M = 7.3, 4.9,

and 2.3 for pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant contents, respectively; scale range:

1–9).  Mean arousal levels for both emotional categories were significantly higher

than  for neutral contents (M = 5.4, 2.8, and 6.8 for pleasant, neutral, and  unpleasant

contents,  respectively). These target pictures were the focus of the analysis and  were

presented embedded in a  sequence of  context pictures.

A  different set of 50 pleasant, 50  neutral, and 50 unpleasant IAPS pictures was

selected  to create the hedonic contexts. The three context categories differed sig-

nificantly from each other in  their normative valence ratings (M  =  7.2, 5.4, and 2.5

for pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant contents, respectively). Mean arousal levels

for both emotional categories were significantly higher than for neutral contents

(M  =  5.3, 3.4, and 5.8 for pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant contents, respectively).

The  pictures were presented in  streams of 6 pictures (cf. Cacioppo et al., 1993).

Five  of  the six pictures were drawn from the  context picture set. The target picture

was drawn from the target picture set and appeared third, fourth, or fifth within the

picture stream. Presenting pictures from one of the three valence categories realized

the pleasant, neutral, or unpleasant hedonic context. Furthermore, pictures subse-

quent to target pictures varied in  valence to increase the  likelihood that participants

paid  attention to the picture streams (Cacioppo et al., 1993, 1994). A  total of 180 dis-

tinct picture streams occurred since each stimulus of  the target picture set (N =  60)

was  presented within each of the three hedonic context categories (N =  20 for each

of the nine context by target valence combinations). The participants pressed a  but-

ton to initiate each of the 180 picture streams. Each picture was  displayed for 1.5 s

and preceded by a warning dot (.5 s)  to ensure that the participants were attending

to  the  screen. After picture offset, participants were asked to rate the valence of

the pictures using a  three-way response button. The inter-trial interval was  3 s. One

stream of 6 pictures served as a  practice trial.

Study 1 and Study 2 differed in  the arrangement of the  hedonic context

sequences.  In Study 1, picture streams containing pleasant, neutral, or unpleasant

context  sequences were presented in random order. In Study 2,  context picture

valence was blocked so that the sixty streams of each context picture valence

were  presented in  succession. This resulted in  3 consecutive experimental blocks,

each consisting of 60 picture streams with pleasant, neutral, or unpleasant con-

text sequences, respectively. The order of presentation was counterbalanced across

participants in Study 2.

2.3.  ERP recordings and analysis

Brain  and ocular scalp potential fields were measured with a  129 lead geodesic

sensor  net, on-line bandpass filtered from 0.1 to 100 Hz,  and sampled at 250 Hz

using Netstation acquisition software and EGI  amplifiers (Electrical Geodesics, Inc.,

Eugene, OR). Electrode impedance was kept below 30  k�, as recommended for this

type of amplifier by EGI guidelines. Data were recorded continuously with the ver-

tex sensor as the reference electrode. A 35 Hz digital low pass filter was applied

off-line  to the continuous EEG data. Single-trial epochs were corrected for vertical

and horizontal eye movements (Miller et al., 1988). Data editing and artifact rejec-

tion were based on an elaborate method for statistical control of artifacts, specifically

tailored  for the analyses of dense sensor ERP recordings (Junghöfer et al., 2000). Data

were baseline-corrected (100 ms  prestimulus) and converted to an average refer-

ence. Finally, separate average waveforms were calculated for the 9 experimental

cells  (Target Valence by Context Valence) for each sensor and participant. Applying

strict  artifact criteria, 8.7 (SD = 1.6) and 9.8 (SD =  1.4) trials were used to calculate

average  waveforms in Study 1  and Study 2,  respectively. Trial numbers were not

1 The IAPS slide numbers were as  follows: pleasant – 4670, 4658, 4660, 4690, 4650,

4680,  4651, 4652, 4664, 4659, 2311, 2341, 2165, 2170, 2050, 2080, 2360, 2070, 2340,

2160: neutral – 2850, 2570, 2440, 2480, 2381, 2230, 2210, 2200, 2190, 9070, 7020,

7175, 7235, 7233, 7010, 7030, 7080, 7040, 7002, 7009: unpleasant – 1201, 1120,

1300,  1050, 1930, 3530, 6510, 6260, 6350, 6540, 9405, 3130, 3080, 3110, 3060,

3102, 3053, 3000, 3071, 3010.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the statistical results (p-value significance maps) of  the point-

by-point waveform ANOVA, averaged for illustrative purpose across relevant time

windows for the EPN (200–300 ms;  back view) and LPP (400–700 ms; top view)

component  for Study 1 and Study 2, respectively.

different for the target valence categories across hedonic contexts. A control analy-

sis with liberal artifact criteria (mean trial number =  17.3 and 17.6 for Study 1 and

Study 2, respectively) revealed comparable results.

A  two-step procedure was used to identify relevant ERP components. These

were  subsequently assessed by conventional ERP analyses based on area scores,

i.e., mean activity in selected sensor regions and time windows. In a  first step, visual

inspection and single sensor waveform analysis were used in  concert to identify rel-

evant ERP components. To replicate previous emotion effects and explore hedonic

context effects, single sensor waveform analyses were calculated for each sensor

and time point separately including the factors Target Valence (pleasant vs.  neutral

vs.  unpleasant) and Context Valence (pleasant vs. neutral vs. unpleasant). To cor-

rect for multiple testing, effects were only considered meaningful, when the effects

were observed for at least eight continuous data points (32 ms)  and two  neighbor-

ing  sensors (Sabbagh and Taylor, 2000). Previous findings regarding the emotional

modulation  of the EPN and LPP component were fully replicated (see Fig. 1). How-

ever, neither single sensor waveform analysis nor visual inspection indicated effects

involving hedonic context valence.

In a second step, the mean activity across selected sensor sites and time bins

was  calculated to score ERP components. With regard to the EPN, the mean activity

over a time interval from 200 to 300 ms  was calculated in  left and right temporo-

occipital  sensor clusters (EGI sensor numbers of the left cluster: 57, 58, 59, 60, 63,

64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75; right cluster: 77, 78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 89, 90,

91,  92, 95, 96, 97, 100, 101). Due to volume conduction effects, emotion effects over

occipito-temporal areas were observed with reversed polarity over anterior sites (cf.

Schupp et al., 2003). Exploring these centro-frontal sensor sites mirrored the effects

observed for the occipital negativity and, for brevity, will not be reported here. To

assess the LPP component, the mean activity in  left and right centro-parietal sensor

clusters (left cluster: 7, 13, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38, 43, 53, 54;  right cluster: 80, 81, 88, 87,

94, 105, 106, 107, 112, 113) was calculated in  a  time interval from 400 to 700 ms.

EPN and LPP data were entered into a  four-factorial ANOVA including the between-

subjects  factor Study (Study 1: random context vs. Study 2: blocked context) and

the within-subjects factors Context Valence (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant), Target

Valence (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant), and Laterality (left, right).

For  effects involving repeated measures, the Greenhouse–Geisser procedure

was  used to correct for violations of sphericity.

3. Results

3.1. EPN component

The  main findings with regard to the EPN component are illus-
trated in Figs. 1 and 2. The single sensor waveform analysis revealed

Fig. 2.  Illustration of the EPN component showing a  representative right occipi-

tal  sensor (EGI# 91) and scalp potential maps of the difference waves ‘Pleasant –

Neutral’, ‘Unpleasant – Neutral’ for the three hedonic context conditions (pleasant,

neutral, and unpleasant) for Study 1 (upper panel) and Study 2 (lower panel). A back

view of the model head is shown.

highly significant effects of Target Valence over occipito-temporal
regions in  both Study 1 and Study 2.  As in previous research, the
differential processing of emotional as compared to neutral pic-
tures was  seen as relative negativity over posterior regions. The
effect is illustrated in Fig. 2 with regard to the temporal informa-
tion by displaying a representative right occipital sensor and with
regard to the topographical distribution by displaying difference
maps (pleasant – neutral and unpleasant – neutral) averaged across
a time interval from 200  to 300 ms.  Most importantly, the single
sensor waveform analysis provided no indication of a significant
interaction between Target Valence and Context Valence. Specifi-
cally, as shown also in Fig. 2, the hedonic context (pleasant, neutral,
and unpleasant pictures) showed no  reliable effects on emotional
stimulus processing as indexed by the EPN component. Statistical
analysis based on  area scores over occipito-temporal regions in a
time window from 200 to 300 ms  corroborated these findings.

Replicating previous findings, a highly significant main effect
of Target Valence was observed, F(2, 64) = 87.5, p < .0001. However,
the effect of Target Valence was  qualified by  a significant interac-
tion of  Target Valence by Study F(2, 64) = 3.8, p < .05. Accordingly,
separate analyses were conducted for Studies 1 and 2. Both stud-
ies revealed a highly significant main effect of Target Valence, F(2,
32) = 34.2 and 55.2, p’s <  .001, for Study 1 and Study 2, respectively.
Pleasant images elicited a larger EPN component compared to neu-
tral images, t(16) = 7.2 and 9.4, p’s <  .0001. Similarly, unpleasant
pictures elicited a larger posterior negativity as compared to neu-
tral pictures, t(16) = 5.3 and 5.0, p’s < .0001. Finally, as in previous
research, pleasant pictures also elicited a more negative potential
compared to unpleasant pictures, t(16) = 2.9 and 6.6, p’s < .05.

No further effect reached significance in this analysis. Of particu-
lar interest, neither the interaction Target Valence ×  Context Valence,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the LPP component showing a representative central sensor

(EGI#  32) and scalp potential maps of  the difference waves ‘Pleasant – Neutral’,

‘Unpleasant  – Neutral’ for the  three hedonic context conditions (pleasant, neutral,

and  unpleasant) for Study 1 (upper panel) and Study 2 (lower panel). A top view of

the model head is shown.

F(4, 128) = 1.4, nor the interaction Study ×  Target Valence × Context
Valence, F(4, 128) = 0.4,  approached significance. Subsequent
exploratory analyses were undertaken to examine the criti-
cal interaction of Target Valence ×  Context Valence separately for
both studies. The interaction Target Valence × Context Valence, F(4,
64) = 0.3 and 0.7, was  not significant in Study 1 or Study 2.

3.2. LPP component

The  main findings with regard to the LPP component are  illus-
trated in Figs. 1  and 3. The outcome of the single sensor waveform
revealed highly significant effects of Target Valence over centro-
parietal regions for both studies. As in previous research, the
differential processing of  emotional, compared to neutral, pictures
was seen as a positive potential shift between 400 and 700 ms.
Similar to the EPN component, the single sensor waveform anal-
ysis did not reveal a significant interaction between Target Valence
and Context Valence, neither in Study 1, nor in  Study 2.  Specifically,
the emotional LPP modulation appeared similarly pronounced in
pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant context blocks. To corroborate
these findings, the LPP component was scored over centro-parietal
regions in a time window from 400 to 700 ms  and submitted to
ANOVA analysis.

A  highly significant main effect of Target Valence was  observed,
F(2, 64) = 98.2, p < .0001. Pleasant and unpleasant images elicited
an increased positivity compared to neutral images, t(32) =  10.9
and 11.5, p’s < .0001, respectively. LPPs to pleasant and unpleasant
images were not significantly different, t(32) = 0.7.

No further effect reached significance in this analysis. Nei-
ther the interaction Target Valence × Context Valence, F(4, 128) = 1.8,
nor the interaction Study × Target Valence × Context Valence, F(4,

128)  = 1.3, approached significance. Furthermore, the separate
analysis of Studies 1 and 2 revealed no significant interaction of
Target Valence ×  Context Valence, F(4, 64) = 0.3 and 1.9, respectively.

4. Discussion

Emotional stimuli are discriminated from neutral contents early
in the processing stream. It  has been suggested that the EPN and LPP
components reflect the motivational guidance of selective visual
attention towards emotional cues (Schupp et al., 2006). Both stud-
ies provided a one-to-one replication of previous findings regarding
the selective processing of  emotional pictures. Between 200 and
300 ms,  pleasant and unpleasant pictures were associated with a
relative negative potential difference over occipito-temporal sen-
sor sites compared to neutral pictures. Furthermore, between 400
and 700 ms,  the LPP component over centro-parietal sensor sites
was larger for emotional compared to neutral pictures. The novel
finding of the present studies is that these effects were observed
regardless of the valence of the preceding context pictures. Accord-
ingly, the attention capture of emotional pictures seems to depend
on the stimulus characteristics of the actual picture irrespective of
the hedonic context of  the sequence of  the preceding pictures.

The current findings confirm and extend previous findings that
ERPs elicited by emotional pictures are not affected by the hedonic
context provided by preceding images. Pastor and colleagues
(2008) presented emotional pictures for 12 s  with a lengthy ITI
interval (12 s) in which picture valence varied either randomly
(group 1) or was  repeated across 8 presentations (group 2). The
main finding was  that the LPP and positive slow wave compo-
nents elicited by  emotional images were similar in random and
repeated presentations. In comparison, the experimental paradigm
used in the present studies differed in several regards. Pictures were
presented in distinct, self-paced streams of six images at faster pre-
sentation rates. The repeated presentation (60 streams) of the same
hedonic context in Study 2 should have facilitated the  observa-
tion of hedonic context effects. Furthermore, rather than comparing
hedonic context effects to a mixed series of emotional and neutral
pictures, the present study presented emotional pictures within a
hedonic context sequence which was  either affectively congruent,
incongruent, or neutral. Despite these notable methodological dif-
ferences, the LPP component elicited by emotional (pleasant and
unpleasant) images was  similar when presented in a stream incor-
porating affectively congruent or incongruent context pictures. In
addition, the same pattern of results was  observed with regard
to the  EPN component, which reflects a relatively early transient
processing stage at which emotional stimuli are tagged based on
their significance (Schupp et  al., 2006). While the pattern of  larger
EPNs to pleasant and unpleasant compared to neutral pictures
(independent from hedonic context) was  highly significant in both
studies, the effect appeared even more pronounced in Study 2.  This
unexpected finding awaits replication in future studies. Overall,
there is accumulating evidence that the discrimination of emo-
tional and neutral stimuli represents an  obligatory process during
initial stimulus categorization.

Hedonic  context effects on  emotion processing have been exam-
ined in  a separate line of research using rapid serial presentation
paradigms. In one study, emotional and neutral pictures were pre-
sented in  a rapid stream with no inter-stimulus interval (330 ms;
Flaisch et al., 2008a). Two  main effects were observed. As expected,
emotional pictures elicited a larger EPN component compared to
neutral images. Of particular interest, temporal interference effects
were observed in that the processing of the current picture (irre-
spective of its  valence) was attenuated when preceded by an
emotional (pleasant or unpleasant) picture. A further study, which
presented the images for 660 ms,  revealed similar effects for the
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LPP component (Flaisch et  al., 2008b). Specifically, the LPP elicited
by the current picture was  attenuated when preceded by  an emo-
tional rather than by a neutral image. No interference effects were
observed for the EPN or LPP component in the present study, which
presented the pictures longer (1.5 s)  and at slower rate (ITI = 3  s).
Thus, the present findings provide boundary information regarding
temporal interference effects. Competition for processing resources
between the current and preceding image may  thus be limited to
conditions with high demands on perceptual processing.

The problems associated with the interpretation of  null-findings
need to be acknowledged. It is possible that larger samples may
reveal hedonic context effects. However, as the current study did
not observe any hedonic context effects, it seems safe to conclude
that potential hedonic context effects are minor in comparison
to the pronounced effect observed for target picture valence in
the present studies. Furthermore, hedonic context effects may  be
observed by relying on other ways to create hedonic context or  by
using different stimulus types (cf. Cacioppo et al., 1993, 1994; Crites
et al., 1995). In the present studies, hedonic context was  created by
presenting picture stimuli from a variety of distinct categories of
human experience (Bradley et al., 2001). However, hedonic context
effects may  be seen when images from a single semantic category
are presented (i.e., erotica, babies, mutilations, or animal threat).
The study of hedonic context effects may  furthermore be informa-
tive with regard to clinical disorders such as the spectrum of anxiety
disorders or drug addiction. Previous studies have already revealed
the enhanced processing of drug- and fear-relevant stimuli in drug
addiction and small animal phobia, respectively (e.g., Franken et al.,
2008; Michalowski et  al.,  2009; Miltner et al., 2005; Kopp and
Altmann, 2005). The repeated presentation of  disorder-relevant
stimuli may  provide complementary information regarding pos-
sible sensitization effects to disorder-relevant stimuli revealing
additional neural systems not engaged in  healthy subjects. Over-
all, while there is yet no evidence for hedonic context effects on
IAPS picture processing, future studies may  reveal such effects by
investigating different ways to create hedonic context and selected
clinical samples.

In  contrast to the ERP findings, previous research examining
hedonic context effects on emotion processing revealed signifi-
cant effects for motor response measures. For instance, Bradley
and colleagues (1996) presented continuous series of  pleasant,
neutral, or unpleasant pictures and observed sensitization effects
for the corrugator response during unpleasant picture viewing.
Furthermore, Pastor and colleagues (2008) observed that cardiac
deceleration, a motor indicator of attentional orienting, was atten-
uated in blocked compared to mixed picture presentations. These
studies used rather long picture presentation times raising the issue
whether hedonic context effects for motor responses rely on more
sustained picture processing. However, a further study observed
unpleasant context effects on the startle reflex even when the pic-
tures were presented as rapid and continuous stream (Smith et al.,
2006). Accordingly, hedonic context effects may  differ between
measures of perceptual processing and stimulus evaluation on the
one hand and somatic and autonomic motor responses on  the
other (cf. Cacioppo et al.,  1999). A  broader perspective on  emotion
processing, including the consideration of the social context and
the measurement of  cortical and peripheral-physiological meas-
ures seems informative for the understanding of psychopathology,
in particular the anxiety spectrum. Tracking the flow of informa-
tion processing from initial stimulus evaluation to the motor output
stage would allow to determine the specific stage of processing at
which stimulus processing of feared objects is sensitized by antic-
ipatory anxiety.

Overall,  there is increasing evidence that the emotional guid-
ance of attention is dictated by the information depicted in the
current stimulus. Studies investigating the effects of repeated

stimulus  exposure and hedonic context support this hypothe-
sis (Codispoti et  al., 2007; Ferrari et al., 2011; Flaisch et  al.,
2008a,b; Pastor et al., 2008; Schupp et al.,  2006). While implicit
and instructed stimulus significance are  often associated with sim-
ilar ERP modulations in terms of an occipital negativity and a
late positive potential, a recent study observed distinct effects for
both mechanisms of attention regulation (Bublatzky and Schupp,
2011). Using the instructed fear paradigm, participants were ver-
bally instructed that they might receive an electric shock when
a specific emotional (pleasant or unpleasant) or neutral image
cue was  presented. Instructed fear signals elicited a rather dis-
tinct ERP signature (P1, P2, and LPP) which was  independent from
the EPN and LPP modulations associated with emotional stim-
ulus contents. Thus, while stimulus detection tasks often show
similar ERP modulations to emotion processing (Ferrari et  al.,
2008; Schupp et al., 2007), intrinsic and instructed stimulus sig-
nificance can also be  dissociated from each other at the level of
stimulus encoding. The obligatory nature of the attention capture
by emotional cues may  also have implications for psychotherapy
research. Specifically, increased selective attention to pathology
relevant cues is often observed (e.g., increased selective attention
to phobia-relevant stimuli) and interpreted as an attention prob-
lem (Mathews and MacLeod, 1994). However, the regulation of
the facilitated processing of emotional and task-relevant stimuli
is presumably at least in part  subserved by distinct neural circuits.
Emotional stimuli engage cortical and subcortical limbic structures
(Lang and Davis, 2006), which, in  addition to modulating cortical
attention systems (Posner and Peterson, 1990), may  regulate per-
ceptual processing in visual cortex by direct projections (Emery
and Amaral, 2000) or  via ascending neuromodulatory systems
(Derryberry and Tucker, 1991). Considering such neural differences
in terms of attentional control mechanisms may  help to under-
stand why  cognitive interventions attempting to change selective
attention to pathology relevant cues might not be as effective than
stimulus driven approaches (e.g., exposure based interventions)
aiming to change the emotional impact of these cues by extinction
learning.
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